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Abstract

This paper details materials, methods, results, and analyses of the Consumer Health Search Task of the
CLEF eHealth 2021 Evaluation Lab. This task investigates the effectiveness of information retrieval (IR)
approaches in providing access to medical information to laypeople. For this a TREC-style evaluation
methodology was applied: a shared collection of documents and queries is distributed, participants’
runs received, relevance assessments generated, and participants’ submissions evaluated. The task generated a new representative web corpus including web pages acquired from a 2021 CommonCrawl and
social media content from Twitter and Reddit, along with a new collection of 55 manually generated
layperson medical queries and their respective credibility, understandability, and topicality assessments
for returned documents. This year’s task focused on three subtask: (i) ad-hoc IR, (ii) weakly supervised
IR, and (iii) document credibility prediction. In total, 15 runs were submitted to the three subtasks: eight
addressed the ad-hoc IR task, three the weakly supervised IR challenge, and 4 the document credibility
prediction challenge. As in previous years, the organizers have made data and tools associated with the
task available for future research and development.
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1. Introduction
In today’s information overloaded society, using a web search engine to find information
related to health and medicine that is credible, easy to understand, and relevant to a given
information need is increasingly difficult, thereby hindering patient and public involvement in
healthcare [1]. These problems are referred to as credibility, understandability, and topicality
dimensions of relevance in information retrieval (IR) [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. The CLEF eHealth lab (https://
clefehealth.imag.fr/) of the Conference and Labs of the Evaluation Forum (CLEF, formerly known
as Cross-Language Evaluation Forum, http://www.clef-initiative.eu/) is a research initiative
that aims at providing datasets and gathering researchers working on information extraction,
management and retrieval tasks in the medical comain. Since its establishment in 2012, CLEF
eHealth has included eight IR tasks on CHS with more more than twenty subtasks in total
[7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Its usage scenario is to ease and support laypeople,
policymakers, and healthcare professionals in understanding, accessing, and authoring eHealth
information in a multilingual setting.
In 2021, CLEF eHealth initiative has organised a CHS task with the following three IR subtasks:
1. Adhoc IR,
2. Weakly Supervised IR, and
3. Document Credibility Prediction.
The task has challenged researchers, scientists, engineers, analysts, and graduate students to
develop better IR systems to support creating web-based search tools that return webpages that
are better suited to laypeople’s information needs from perspectives of
1. information topicality (i.e., how relevant are the contents to the search topic),
2. information understandability (i.e., how easily can a layperson understand the contents), and
3. information credibility (i.e., should the contents be trusted).
As a continuation of the previous CLEF eHealth IR tasks that ran in 2013–2018, and 2020 [2,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24], the 2021 CHS task has embraced the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC)
-style evaluation process. Namely, it has designed, developed, and deployed a shared collection of
documents and queries, called for the contribution of runs from participants, and conducted the
subsequent formation of relevance assessments and evaluation of the participants’ submissions.
The main contributions of the CLEF eHealth 2021 task on CHS are as follows:
1. generating a novel representative web corpus,
2. collecting layperson medical queries,
3. attracting new submissions from participants,
4. contributing to IR evaluation metrics relevant to the three dimensions of document
relevance, and
5. evaluating IR systems (i.e., runs submitted by the task participants or from organizers’
baseline systems) on newly conducted assessments.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: First, Section 2 details the task. Then,
Section 3 introduces the document collection, topics, baselines, pooling strategy, and evaluation
metrics. After this, Section 4 presents the participants and their approaches while Section 5
addresses their results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Description of the Tasks
In this section, we provide a description of the three subtasks offered in this year’s CHS task,
namely: Subtask 1 on ad-hoc IR; Subtask 2 on weakly supervised IR; and Subtask 3 on document
credibility prediction.

2.1. Subtask 1: Adhoc Information Retrieval
Similar to previous years of the CHS task, this was a standard ad-hoc IR task. A document
collection was provided to task participants along with realistic layperson medical information
need use cases, both described in Section 3. The purpose of the task was to evaluate IR
systems’ abilities to provide users with credible, understandable, and topical documents. As
such, participating teams submitted their runs, which were pooled together with baseline runs
and manual relevance assessments conducted, also described in Section 3. These systems’
performance was assessed on multiple dimensions of relevance — credibility, understandability,
and topicality. Evaluation metrics employed for this task are described in Section 3.6.

2.2. Subtask 2: Weakly Supervised Information Retrieval
This task aimed to evaluate the ability of machine learning-based ad-hoc IR models, trained
with weak supervision, to retrieve relevant documents in the health domain. In order to train
neural models to address the search task, a large collection of real-world health related queries
extracted from commercial search engine query logs and synthetic (weak) relevance scores
computed with a competitive IR system were considered. The submissions were evaluated
against the same test set as Subtask 1 submissions, in order to allow a full comparison of
traditional vs neural approaches. Details on the methods and materials associated with this task
are described in Section 3.

2.3. Subtask 3: Document Credibility Prediction
The purpose of this task was the automatic assessment of the credibility of information that is
disseminated online, through the Web and social media. Using the dataset related to Subtask 1,
this task aimed at comparing approaches estimating documents credibility. The ground truth
for this classification task is based on the credibility labels assigned to documents during the
relevance assessment process. Evaluation of the runs includes classical classification metrics
and investigates the ability of the participants systems to perform well on both web documents
and social media content.

3. Materials and Methods
In this section, we will describe the materials and methods used in the CHS task of the CLEF
eHealth evaluation lab 2021. After introducing our new document collection and novel topics,
we will describe our baseline systems and pooling methodology. Finally, we will address our
relevance assessments and evaluation metrics.

3.1. Document Collection
The 2021 CLEF eHealth Consumer Health Search document collection consisted of two separate
crawls of documents: web documents acquired from the CommonCrawl and social media
documents composed by Reddit and Twitter submissions.
First, we acquired web pages from the CommonCrawl. We extracted an initial list of websites
from the 2018 CHS task of CLEF eHealth. This list was built by submitting a set of medical
queries to the Microsoft Bing Application Programming Interfaces (through the Azure Cognitive
Services) repeatedly over a period of a few weeks, and acquiring the uniform resource Locators
(URL) of the retrieved results [22, 13]. We included the domains of the acquired URLs in the
2021 list, except some domains that were excluded for decency reasons. After this, similarly
to 2018, we augmented the list by including a number of known reliable and unreliable health
websites, domains, and social media contents of ranging reliability levels. Finally, we further
extended the list by including websites that were highly relevant for the task queries to finalize
our list of 600 domains. In summary, we introduced thirteen new domains in 2021 compared
to the 2018 collection, and then the newly crawled domains from the latest CommonCrawl
2021-04 (https://commoncrawl.org/2021/02/january-2021-crawl-archive-now-available/).
Second, we complemented the collection with social media documents from Reddit and
Twitter. As the first step, we selected a list of 150 health topics related to various health
conditions. Then, we generated search queries manually from those topics and submitted them
to Reddit to retrieve posts and comments. After this, we applied the same process on Twitter to
get related tweets from the platform.
Please note that for the purposes of the 2021 CHS task, we defined a social media document
as a text obtained by a single interaction. This implied that
• on Reddit, a document is composed by a post, one comment of the post, and associated
meta-information and
• on Twitter, a document is a single tweet with its associated meta-information.

3.2. Topics
The set of topics of CLEF eHealth IR task aimed at being representative of laypersons’ medical
information needs in various scenarios. This year, the set of topics was collected from two
sources as follows:
• The first part was based on our insights from consulting laypeople with lived experience
of multiple sclerosis (MS) or diabetes to motivate, validate, and refine the search scenarios; we, as experts in IR and CHS tasks, captured these layperson-informed insights as
the scenarios.
• The second part was based on use cases from Reddit health forums; we extracted and
manually selected a list of topics from Google trends to best fit each use case.
As a result, we had a new set of 55 queries in English for authoring realistic search scenarios.
To describe the scenarios, we enriched each query manually by labels in English either to
characterize the search intent (for manually created queries) or to capture the submission text
(for social medial queries) (Table 3.2).

Scenario

Query

Narrative

8

best apps daily activity exercise diabetes

57

multiple
sclerosis
stages phases

126

birth control suppression
antral
follicle count

I’m a 15 year old with diabetes. I’m planning to join the school
hiking club. What are the best apps to track my daily activity
and exercises?
I read that MS develops with several stages and includes phases
of relapse. I want to know more about how this disease develops
over time.
So I’ve been on birth control taking only active pills for months
now and I went in to a doctor’s office to inquire about egg freezing. She seemed optimistic that my ultrasound would be very reassuring but instead she came away from the ultrasound deeply
concerned. I did an AMH test and it came back 0.3 which was
consistent with what was seen in the ultrasound. I’m terrified.
Like...suicidal terrified. I don’t have any underlying conditions
and while I’m not young I’m not old either. I don’t smoke and I’m
not terribly overweight. I don’t have insulin resistance and my
reproductive organs looks good other than my ovaries. I’d been
taking the combo pill to skip periods for months now. I don’t even
take the brown pills. When I first heard that you can skip periods and only have 2-3 a year when taking brown pills I started on
them. The first time I tried to have a period on the brown pills
nothing happened. No period. This was 2 years ago. I freaked out
but they said I just respond strongly to the pills. So I went off of
the pills completely and had 2-3 normal periods starting about 2
months later. Could the birth control be suppressing my antral
follicle count and amh this much? Please help.

Table 1
Illustration of Some of Our Queries and Narratives

Subtasks 1, 2, and 3 used these 55 queries with 5 released for training and 50 reserved for testing; the test topics contained a balanced sample of the manually constructed and automatically
extracted search scenarios.

3.3. Baseline Systems
With respect to both Subtask 1 and Subtask 2, we provided six baseline systems. These systems
applied the Okapi BM25 (BM for Best Matching), Dirichlet Language Model (DirichletLM),
and Term Frequency times Inverse Document Frequency (TF×IDF) algorithms with default
parameters. Each of them was implemented without and with pseudo relevance feedback (RF)
using default parameters (DFR Bo1 model [25] on three documents, selecting ten terms). This
resulted in the 3 × 2 = 6 baseline systems. The systems are implemented using Terrier version
5.4 [26] as following:
terrier batchretrieve -t topics.txt -w [TF_IDF|DirichletLM|BM25] [-q|].
Regarding Subtask 3, where it is necessary to evaluate the effectiveness of the approaches with
respect to assessing the credibility of information, it was decided to approach the problem as a

binary classification (identification of credible versus non-credible information). For this reason,
simple baselines were developed based on supervised classifiers that act on a set of features that
can be extracted from the documents under consideration. Dealing with documents that are
both Web pages and social content, it was necessary to consider, in baseline development, only
those features that are directly extractable from the text of the documents. For social content, it
would also be possible to consider other metadata related to the social network of the authors of
the posts, but for consistency with the evaluation of Web pages, such metadata have not been
considered.
The employed supervised classifiers are based on Support Vector Machines (SVM), Random
Forests (RF), and Logistic Regression (LR), i.e., the machine learning techniques that have proven
to be more effective for binary credibility assessment in the literature [27]. Such baselines act
on the following linguistic features: the TF×IDF text representation, the word embedding text
representation obtained by Word2vec pre-trained on Google News,1 and, given the health-related
scenario considered, the word embedding representation obtained by Word2vec pre-trained on
both PubMed and Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care III (MIMIC-III).2 Python and
the scikit-learn library [28] have been employed for implementing the machine learning
algorithms and for producing the TF×IDF text representation. Furthermore, we have considered
threshold tuning to get the optimal cut-off for the runs, based on the Youden’s index [29].

3.4. Pooling Methodology
Similar to the 2016, 2017, 2018, and 2020 pools, we created the pool using the rank-biased
precision (RBP)-based Method A (Summing contributions) [30] in which documents are weighted
according to their overall contribution to the effectiveness evaluation as provided by the RBP
formula (with 𝑝 = 0.8, following a study published in 2007 on RBP [31]). This strategy, called
RBPA, has been proven more efficient than traditional fixed-depth or stratified pooling to
evaluate systems under fixed assessment budget constraints [32], as it was the case for this
task. All participants’ runs were considered on the document’s pool, along with six baselines
provided by the organizers. In order to guarantee the judgements of the documents of the
participants’ runs, half of the pool was composed by their documents and half from documents
of the baselines’ runs which resulted in 250 documents per query in the pool.

3.5. Relevance Assessment
The credibility, understandability, and topicality assessments were performed by 26 volunteers
(19 women and 7 men) in May–June 2021. Of these assessors, 16 were from Australia, 4 from
Italy, 3 from France, 2 from Ireland, and 1 from Finland. We recruited, trained, and supervised
them by using bespoke written materials from April to June 2021. The recruitment took place
via email and on social media, using both our existing contacts and snowballing.
We implemented these assessments online by expanding and customising the Relevation!
tool for relevance assessments [33] to capture the three dimensions of document relevance,
and their scale (see [17, Figures 4–6] for illustrations of the online assessment environment).
1
2

https://github.com/mmihaltz/word2vec-GoogleNews-vectors
https://github.com/ncbi-nlp/BioSentVec

We associated every query with 250 documents to be assessed with respect to their credibility,
understandability, and topicality. Initially, we allocated each assessor with 2 queries for their
assessment and then revised these allocations based on their individual needs and availability.
In the end, every assessor completed 1–4 queries.
Ethical approval (2021/013) was obtained for all aspects of this assessment study involving
human participants as assessors from the Human Research Ethics Committee of the Australian
National University (ANU). Each study participant provided informed consent.

3.6. Evaluation Metrics
We considered evaluation measures that allowed to evaluate both:
1. the effectiveness of the systems with respect to the ranking produced by taking into
account the three criteria considered, and
2. the accuracy of the (binary) classification of documents with respect to credibility (Subtask 3).
Specifically, with regard to the first aspect, this included the following performance evaluation measures: Mean Average Precision (MAP), preference-based BPref metric, normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG), understandability-based variant of Rank Biased Precision
(uRBP), and credibility-ranked Rank Biased Precision (cRBP) [6].
With respect to the second aspect, we referred to classical measures to assess the goodness of
a classifier, such as Accuracy and the Area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
Curve (AUC) [34]. In particular, since Subtask 3 is also devoted to assess credibility in relation
to information needs (topics), also the average of a Topic-based Credibility Precision w.r.t. each
topic, namely CP(𝑞), has been considered.
A brief explanation of the three measures that need more detail, namely uRBP, cRBP, and
CP(𝑞) is provided below.
3.6.1. Understandability-Ranked Biased Precision
The uRBP measure evaluates IR systems by taking into account both topicality and understandability dimensions of relevance. In particular, the function for calculating uRBP was [35]:
uRBP = (1 − 𝜌)

𝐾
∑︁

𝜌𝑘−1 𝑟(𝑑@𝑘)· 𝑢(𝑑@𝑘),

(1)

𝑘=1

where 𝑟(𝑑@𝑘) is the relevance of the document 𝑑 at position 𝑘, 𝑢(𝑑@𝑘) is the understandability
value of the document 𝑑 at position 𝑘, and the persistent parameter 𝜌 models the user desire to
examine every answer, which was set to 0.50, 0.80, and 0.95 to obtain three version of uRBP,
according to different user behaviors.
3.6.2. Credibility-Ranked Biased Precision
In CLEF eHealth 2020, we have adapted uRBP to credibility, obtaining the so-called credibilityranked biased precision (cRBP) measure [6]. In this case the function for calculating cRBP was

the same used to calculate uRBP, replacing 𝑢(𝑑@𝑘) by the credibility value of the document 𝑑
at position 𝑘, 𝑐(𝑑@𝑘):
cRBP = (1 − 𝜌)

𝐾
∑︁

𝜌𝑘−1 𝑟(𝑑@𝑘)· 𝑐(𝑑@𝑘).

(2)

𝑘=1

As in uRBP, the parameter 𝜌 was set to three values, from an impatient user (0.50) to more
persistent users (0.80 and 0.95).
3.6.3. Topic-based Credibility Precision
The precision in retrieving credible documents can be calculated over the top-𝑘 documents in
the ranking, for each topic (query) 𝑞, as follows:
CP(𝑞) =

#𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒_𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑑_𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑠_𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑘(𝑞)
.
#𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑑_𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑠_𝑡𝑜𝑝_𝑘(𝑞)

4. Participants and Approaches
In 2021, 43 teams registered for the task on the web site and two teams submitted runs to the
subtasks. We provided the registered participants with the crawler code and the domain list of
the crawl for both the web documents and social media documents. They also had access to
indexes built by organizers from the document collection on demand. Participants’ submissions
were due by 8 May 2021.
Of the four run submissions, two were to Subtask 1 on Adhoc IR, one was to Subtask 2 on
Weakly Supervised IR, and one was to Subtask 3 on Document Credibility Prediction. The teams
were from two countries (i.e., China and Italy) in two continents (i.e., Asia and Europe). In
Subtask 1, the submissions were by
1. a 4-member team from the School of Computer Science, Zhongyuan University of Technology (ZUT) in Zhengzhou, China [36] and
2. a 2-member team from the Information Management Systems (IMS) Research Group,
University of Padova (UniPd), Padova, Italy [37].
In Subtasks 2 and 3, the submissions were by the leader of this IMS UniPd team [37] — a regular
participant in our previous CHS tasks.
The two teams submitted the following types of document ranking approaches as runs to
the Adhoc IR subtask (Table 4): Team ZUT used a learning-to-rank approach in all its four
submitted runs, but with four different machine learning algorithms to train their models [36].
In contrast, Team UniPd founded their four submissions on a renown Python framework for IR
called PyTerrier as variants of Reciprocal Rank Fusion with the provided Terrier index [37].
The UniPd team submitted closely related approaches to the other two subtasks (Table 4).
Namely, they also submitted their aforementioned four approaches to the Weekly Supervised
IR subtask and two of them and another two of their variants to the Document Credibility
Prediction subtask [37].

Subtasks

Team

Run

Approach

Algorithmic Details

1
1
1
1

ZUT
ZUT
ZUT
ZUT

i
ii
iii
iv

Learning to Rank
Learning to Rank
Learning to Rank
Learning to Rank

LM
MR
RFs
RB

1–3

UniPd

a

BM25, QLM, & DFR

1&2

UniPd

b

RRF using PyTerrier with the
provided Terrier index
RRF using PyTerrier with the
provided Terrier index

1–3

UniPd

c

1&2

UniPd

d

3

UniPd

e

3

UniPd

f

RRF using PyTerrier with the
provided Terrier index
RRF using PyTerrier with the
provided Terrier index
RRF using PyTerrier with the
provided Terrier index

RRF using PyTerrier with the
provided Terrier index

BM25, QLM, & DFR using the
RM3 relevance language model for
pseudo RF
BM25, QLM, & DFR on manual
variants of the query
BM25, QLM, & DFR on manual
variants using RM3 pseudo RF
UniPd’s runs a & b above (i.e., the
ones without manual variants of
the query) merged with min-max
normalization
UniPd’s runs c & d above (i.e., the
ones with manual variants of the
query) merged with min-max normalization

Table 2
Summary of Runs Submitted by Participating Teams. Acronyms: BM — Best Match, DFR — divergence
from randomness, LM — LambdaMART, MR — MART, RB — RankBoost, RF — relevance feedback, RFs
— random forests, RRF — Reciprocal Rank Fusion, QLM — query likelihood model

5. Results
In 2021, the CLEF eHealth CHS task generated a new representative Web corpus including
Web pages acquired from a 2021 CommonCrawl, and social media content from Twitter and
Reddit. A new collection of 55 manually generated layperson medical queries was also created,
along with their respective credibility, understandability, and topicality assessments for returned
documents. In total, 15 runs were submitted to the three subtasks on adhoc IR, weakly supervised
IR, and document credibility prediction, respectively.

5.1. Coverage of Relevance Assessments
A total of 12, 500 assessments were made on 11, 357 documents: 7, 400 Web documents, and
3, 957 social media documents. Figure 1 shows the number of social media and Web documents
that were assessed for each query. The bottom part shows which queries were created from
discussion with patients (Expert queries), and queries created from discussions on social media
(Social media queries). We can see that Web documents took a bigger part of the pool of
documents. Nevertheless, the proportion of social media documents was bigger for queries
based on social media. A special case is presented in queries 22, 63, and 116, where the pool

# of documents
Topical
Understandable
Credible

Highly
925
1, 160
12

Social Media
Somewhat
Not
1, 046 1, 555
1, 766
600
1, 427 1, 967

Highly
2, 175
4, 758
4, 552

Web
Somewhat
2, 540
3, 014
3, 123

Not
4, 259
1, 202
753

Table 3
Number of topical (a.k.a relevant), understandable, and credible documents in social media and Web
documents.

of documents was composed by Web documents only. This means that the submitted runs
retrieved only Web documents.

Figure 1: Proportion of social media and Web documents per each query, orange represents the proportion of Web documents and blue social media. The bottom line shows queries based on experts
discussions with patients, and queries based on reddit posts.

While the distribution of the assessments on topicality and understandability dimensions
were similar on social media and Web documents, the credibility assessments presented a big
difference (Table 5.1), with only 12 documents (less than 1% of social media assessed documents)
were assessed as highly credible in the social media set, in contrast to the 4, 552 (54% of Web
assessed documents) highly credible Web documents. Finally, an important part of social media
documents were assessed as not credible. Figure 2 shows the relationship between the three
dimensions of relevance; its diagonal exemplifies the distribution of each dimension. Each plot
exposes the number of documents evaluated as “highly”, “somewhat”, or “not”, with respect to
two dimensions of relevance (one in each axis). By example, in social media assessments the
Figure 2 shows for the not credible documents that a fraction is not topical relevant, a set of
documents is somewhat topical relevant, and a small part of the not credible is anyways highly
topically relevant.

Figure 2: Relationship between pairs of relevance dimensions, and distribution of assessments for each
type of document.

5.2. Subtask 1: Adhoc Information Retrieval
In this section we present the results for the Adhoc IR subtask where the systems were evaluated
in different dimensions of relevance. For topicality, we evaluated the systems using MAP, BPref,
and NDCG@10 performances metrics. For readability, we made use of uRBP that considers
topicality and understandability of the documents. Finally, in order to include credibility in our
evaluation, we measured systems’ cRBP performance that considers topicality and credibility of
the document.
Table 5.2 presents the ranking of participant systems and organizers baselines, with respect
to three metrics of topical relevance: MAP, BPref, and NDCG@10. The team achieving the
highest results was UniPd. Their top run, original_rm3_rrf used Reciprocal Rank Fusion
with BM25, QLM, DFR approaches using pseudo relevance feedback with 10 documents and 10
terms (query weight 0.5). It achieved 0.43 MAP and 0.51 BPref. The best system of ZUT team
was their run3, which used learning to rank techniques with a model trained using Random
Forests. ZUT run3 was the best systems of the team on the three metrics with 0.4 MAP, 0.47
BPref, and 0.66 NDCG@10. For BPref and NDCG@10, the organizers baseline using TF×IDF
with query expansion obtained higher results.
Table 5.2 compares the results of our baseline systems with respect to last year’s Adhoc IR
task results. In the case of MAP and BPref metrics, all the systems had better performance on
2021 test collection; for NDCG@10, DirichletLM with and without relevance feedback had a
better performance on 2020 test collection. Despite this clear improvement from 2020 to 2021,
the ranking of systems has changed in all the metrics. Namely, in 2020, the best MAP and BPref
performance was achieve by DirichletLM, and TF×IDF with respect to NDCG@10 metric. In
contrast, in this year’s task, the best baseline MAP, Bpref, and NDCG@10 was achieved by
TF×IDF with relevance feedback.

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Team - run
UniPd
original_rm3_rrf
UniPd
simplified_rm3_rrf
ZUT
run3_clef2021_task2
Baseline
terrier_TF×IDF_qe
Baseline
terrier_BM25_qe
ZUT
run4_clef2021_task2
Baseline
terrier_DirichletLM
Baseline
terrier_TF×IDF
Baseline
terrier_BM25
ZUT
run2_clef2021_task2
ZUT
run1_clef2021_task2
Baseline
terrier_DirichletLM_qe
UniPd
original_rrf
UniPd
simplified_rrf

MAP
0.431
0.431
0.409
0.397
0.390
0.373
0.369
0.366
0.364
0.338
0.338
0.242
0.236
0.215

Team - run
Baseline
terrier_TF×IDF_qe
UniPd
original_rm3_rrf
UniPd
simplified_rm3_rrf
Baseline
terrier_BM25_qe
Baseline
terrier_TF×IDF
Baseline
terrier_DirichletLM
Baseline
terrier_BM25
ZUT
run3_clef2021_task2
ZUT
run4_clef2021_task2
ZUT
run1_clef2021_task2
ZUT
run2_clef2021_task2
Baseline
terrier_DirichletLM_qe
UniPd
original_rrf
UniPd
simplified_rrf

BPref
0.511
0.508
0.508
0.499
0.474
0.472
0.471
0.469
0.447
0.441
0.428
0.369
0.300
0.298

Team - run
Baseline
terrier_TF×IDF_qe
Baseline
terrier_TF×IDF
Baseline
terrier_BM25
Baseline
terrier_BM25_qe
UniPd
original_rrf
ZUT
run3_clef2021_task2
UniPd
original_rm3_rrf
Baseline
terrier_DirichletLM
ZUT
run4_clef2021_task2
Baseline
terrier_DirichletLM_qe
ZUT
run1_clef2021_task2
ZUT
run2_clef2021_task2
UniPd
simplified_rm3_rrf
UniPd
simplified_rrf

NDCG@10
0.654
0.646
0.636
0.635
0.619
0.615
0.614
0.595
0.565
0.536
0.526
0.482
0.478
0.459

Table 4
Ad-hoc task ranking of systems

year
terrier_BM25
terrier_BM25_qe
terrier_DirichletLM
terrier_DirichletLM_qe
terrier_TF×IDF
terrier_TF×IDF_qe

MAP
2020
2021
0.2627 0.3641
0.2453 0.3903
0.2706 0.3694
0.1453 0.2423
0.2613 0.3663
0.25 0.3974

BPref
2020
2021
0.3964 0.4707
0.3784 0.4994
0.416 0.4724
0.2719 0.3691
0.3958 0.4744
0.3802 0.5106

NDCG@10
2020
2021
0.5919 0.6364
0.5698 0.6352
0.6054 0.5952
0.5521 0.5362
0.6292 0.6464
0.608 0.6535

Table 5
MAP, BPref, and NDCG@10 2020 and 2021 Adhoc CHS task on baseline systems. Best system in bold

The results for all participants for readability and credibility evaluation is shown in Table 5.2.
For readability evaluation the best run was the baseline system TF×IDF with relevance feedback.
The best participant system was ZUT’s run3 that is the same system that presented the best
performance in terms of topicality as well. For credibility evaluation, the best run was the baseline system DirichletLM while the best participant system was UniPd’s original_rm3_rrf —
the best system of the team in topicality evaluation.

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Team - run
Baseline terrier_TF×IDF_qe
Baseline terrier_TF×IDF
Baseline terrier_BM25_qe
Baseline terrier_BM25
ZUT run3_clef2021_task2
UniPd original_rrf
UniPd original_rm3_rrf
Baseline terrier_DirichletLM
ZUT run4_clef2021_task2
Baseline terrier_DirichletLM_qe
ZUT run1_clef2021_task2
UniPd simplified_rm3_rrf
UniPd simplified_rrf
ZUT run2_clef2021_task2

rRBP
0.523
0.509
0.507
0.501
0.494
0.491
0.475
0.463
0.450
0.408
0.408
0.369
0.359
0.349

Team - run
Baseline terrier_DirichletLM
UniPd original_rm3_rrf
Baseline terrier_TF×IDF_qe
Baseline terrier_BM25_qe
Baseline terrier_DirichletLM_qe
UniPd original_rrf
Baseline terrier_TF×IDF
ZUT run3_clef2021_task2
ZUT run4_clef2021_task2
Baseline terrier_BM25
UniPd simplified_rm3_rrf
ZUT run2_clef2021_task2
ZUT run1_clef2021_task2
UniPd simplified_rrf

cRBP
0.458
0.452
0.450
0.432
0.429
0.427
0.418
0.414
0.409
0.406
0.331
0.330
0.319
0.317

Table 6
Runs ranked for readability relevance dimension (rRBP) and credibility (cRBP).

5.3. Subtask 2: Weakly Supervised Information Retrieval
The purpose of the task was to evaluate systems based on machine learning, trained on the
weakly supervised dataset. UniPD submitted their runs to Subtask 1 for this subtask, which are
not trained on the weakly supervised dataset. Their submission provides a kind of baseline for
a system that does not use any information. Since no other team submitted runs to this task,
we cannot provide any evaluation.

5.4. Subtask 3: Document Credibility Prediction
The UniPd team, to assess document credibility, reused the runs computed in Subtask 1 and
grouped them in order to produce a single score for each document. Their simple hypothesis
was that documents that have a higher score across different search engines are also more
credible. Their approach did not consider any additional information about the provenance of
the document.
5.4.1. Credibility Assessment as a Binary Classification Problem
The results illustrated in this section were obtained by performing a binary credibility assessment
using the CLEF 2020 eHealth dataset for training the baselines and testing on a subset of the CLEF
2021 eHealth data, that is, those that were employed for both runs subtask1_ims_original
and subtask1_ims_simplified submitted by the UniPd team. In this case, the topics against
which the documents were retrieved are not taken into account. The results of classifying
documents according to their credibility using both simple baselines (illustrated in Section 3.3)
and considered runs are illustrated in Table 7.
The results obtained from both baselines and runs were evaluated by means of classical
measures in the context of document classification, that is, the AUC and Accuracy (as discussed
in Section 3.6).

Model
Baseline SVM_orig_tf_idf
Baseline RF_orig_tf_idf
Baseline LR_orig_tf_idf
Baseline SVM_orig_w2v_google
Baseline RF_orig_w2v_google
Baseline LR_orig_w2v_google
Baseline SVM_orig_w2v_bio
Baseline RF_orig_w2v_bio
Baseline LR_orig_w2v_bio
Baseline SVM_simp_tf_idf
Baseline RF_simp_tf_idf
Baseline LR_simp_tf_idf
Baseline SVM_simp_w2v_google
Baseline RF_simp_w2v_google
Baseline LR_simp_w2v_google
Baseline SVM_simp_w2v_bio
Baseline RF_simp_w2v_bio
Baseline LR_simp_w2v_bio
Run subtask1_ims_original
Run subtask1_ims_simplified

AUC
56.89%
47.37%
65.12%
59.81%
51.82%
67.70%
65.30%
56.10%
69.50%
57.31%
54.40%
61.43%
60.24%
54.43%
62.35%
63.97%
56.26%
67.87%
62.33%
51.45%

Accuracy
63.38%
70.94%
64.98%
64.26%
71.11%
65.47%
64.33%
76.06%
65.80%
63.56%
74.34%
63.19%
65.54%
75.64%
64.87%
64.66%
78.14%
67.45%
48.37%
45.11%

Table 7
AUC and Accuracy values for baselines and runs when credibility assessment is treated as a binary
classification problem.

As it can be observed from the table, having considered only linguistic features, the classification results obtained were not particularly significant to the considered problem, neither for the
runs nor for the baselines considered. The idea discussed by the members of the UniPd group,
that documents having a higher score across different search engines are also more credible,
did not appear to be supported by these results, but nevertheless merited future investigation,
in particular in relation to the results reported in the next section. Regarding the baselines,
it was possible to observe that, when supervised classifiers employ the word embedding text
representation obtained by Word2vec pre-trained on biomedical datasets, such as Pubmed
and MIMIC-III, we obtained best results as compared to their counterparts employing text
representation features based on TF×IDF and Word2vec pre-trained on the general-purpose
Google News dataset. However, it must be considered that, in general, the Accuracy values in
particular could be influenced by the fact that the dataset considered was strongly unbalanced,
being made up of about 20% of documents labeled as credible and 80% labeled as non-credible.
Probably, this should also raise the need to deepen an analysis about the way in which human
assessors evaluate the documents proposed to them.
5.4.2. Topic-based Credibility Assessment
Regarding the problem of assessing the credibility of the documents retrieved with respect
to the topics considered, we provide below the results relative to the runs sent by UniPD,

namely subtask2_ims_original and subtask2_ims_simplified. In this case, for each
topic considered, the precision in retrieving credible documents with respect to the topic was
evaluated based on the value of CP(𝑞) calculated as shown in Section 3.6.3.
In Table 8, we report the average CP(𝑞) values with respect to the set of topics considered.
Specifically, the top-100 and top-200 documents retrieved with respect to each topic were taken
into account in computing the CP(𝑞) metric.
Model
Run subtask2_ims_original
Run subtask2_ims_simplified
Run subtask2_ims_original
Run subtask2_ims_simplified

No of top-𝑘 documents
𝑘 = 100
𝑘 = 100
𝑘 = 200
𝑘 = 200

Average CP(𝑞)
0.6767
0.5221
0.5205
0.3433

Table 8
Average CP(𝑞) values when credibility assessment is performed by considering documents retrieved
with respect to specific topics.

As it can be observed from the table, with respect to the evaluations carried out in the previous
case related to binary credibility assessment (i.e., Section 5.4.1), it seems that the methods applied
in the two submitted runs that consider credibility associated with documents retrieved with
respect to specific topics, actually managed to find credible information in the first top-𝑘
positions, in particular as 𝑘 decreases. In general, the most effective method seems to be the
one implemented in the run subtask2_ims_original; however, from specific observations
with respect to the results submitted by the participants (which are omitted in this paper),
we can state that the second method, the one implemented in subtask2_ims_simplified,
proved to be particularly efficient for some topics (even more than the method implemented
in subtask2_ims_original) and much less so with respect to others, leading to a lower
average CP(𝑞) value. It is therefore worth investigating this aspect more in the future.

6. Conclusions
This paper has described methods, results and analysis of the Consumer Health Search (CHS)
challenge at the CLEF eHealth 2021 Evaluation Lab. The task considered the problem of lay
people searching for medical information related to their health condition on the web. In
particular, across web pages and social media content. The task included three subtasks on ad
hoc IR, weakly supervised IR, and document credibility prediction. 15 runs were submitted to
these tasks.
The CLEF eHealth CHS challenge, first ran at the inaugural CLEF eHealth lab in 2013, and
has offered since then TREC-style IR challenges with medical datasets consisting of large
medical web and lay person query collections. As a by-product of this evaluation exercise,
the task contributes to the research community a collection with associated assessments and
evaluation framework that can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of retrieval methods for
health information seeking on the web. Queries, assessments, and participants’ runs for the
2021 CHS challenge are publicly available at https://github.com/CLEFeHealth/CHS-2021 and
previous years’ CHS collections are available at https://github.com/CLEFeHealth/.
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